












































Words       Gestures

“I went to the word to make it my gesture.
I went.  And I am going.”

Edmond Jabes

“You may write with a pencil, but once you come to draw with it,
what a diverse end those marks serve.
But the fortuitous elemen is still there -

the element of meeting something you didn't expect, something that isn't yourself.”
Charles Tomlinson

IMAGES



Without beginning, exactly
Without a single end.  Desire.

And why?  How?
Persons.

Context.  Realm.  and World.
-LIFE-

Dismembered.  Disremembered.
“Fragmented.”  “Fragments.”

The words, then, also act in this way:

within themselves.

As if under, or hovering above/behind.  As if “through.”

Their behavior.

He might say:

                              in just the ways we say that,

Yet she will hear (maybe, probably, if lucky)

                              
                                                           her inflections added.

   

“I tend to think 
the fragment is 
our way of 
apprehending...
anything at all. 
Our inclusive 
views are all 
mosaics.”
-Rosemarie 
Waldrop
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IMAGES

IMAGES



Like an exasperated “Godamnit! I love you, you difficult beast!” (or just “I love you” 
said that way).  Then “well I mean, honey, really, if you only knew, and in these depths, 
shit, my mother, a bill unpaid, really love, turn, hear,” and finally “baby it's just the way 
it is, I love you, you, love, even this that the other way – I love you” (flung back across) 
revisit, summation, gesture, unable to feel heard, rephrase the way it seems it might 
effect, ought to (isn't) effect (ing) as burst and coiled currently just so with the words 
spoken as clear as signs written but frayed and curled, twisted and straightened by 
fears of his own, sudden emotion memories, hesitations, constant think re-thinking, 
tumbling the subject matter, refracting, frown, shoulder-shrug, hand tangling hair, 
scratching forehead wince mother government chill wishing and so on so that it is 
written as it occurs,

likewise the alterations
of her bodymind history ideas sense of self current anxiety content sorrow 
hopefulness ratio behaving upon his total gesturing speaking being attempt toward 
always without an eraser this way, living...

Only serving as an example for how marks might be made reach beyond under 
behind around what those (if they were represented as borrowing existing) letters 
could seem to appear as out of his mouth (a mouth, an author's hand) alternatively 
received engaged partially retrieved perceived by (with) an other or two or many or 
even the same seconds-later-changing “self” (by which I infer a human person of body 
and matter and cognitive abilities) in the mix of things, that is alive, that is being, 
acting, doing, saying, thinking, making under influence of and affecting influence as 
well

Or of making my gesture, how to, here now, to be writing to be read, writing, not 
scanned as an image a sign a screen but words being composed through the brain 
through the body through the hand to a page, a piece of paper, a pulped tree or sundry 
compressed bleached particles of material, a mattered activity, physical not dots of 
light or electricity but ink, just to see, well, partly to see (as in find out, take in, can't be 
only seen actually) to wonder then how we might keep communication physical, if, for 
instance I just tried to gesture or mark, sign or write, inscribe to you what it is (the 
story the poem the lettering words sentences ideafeelings and so on I might be hoping 
wishing intending here to record) I mean (?) to put into your hands to hold to feel 
touch perceive smell look at follow not just “scan” or “view” as an image but think after 
me – recompose for yourself – if I was to just mark(?)write -

might be nearest expression to what I attempt, writing, to offer, between for us to find 

“certain 
processes 
have ony one 
direction: 
each of them 
is like a step 
forward 
whose trace 
can never be 
erased.” -Max 
Planck

“'I' am one 
term in the 
relation 'You 
and I' which 
constitutes 
both the 'I' and 
the 'You'”
-John 
MacMurray

“ME is nothing 
but a position 
in an 
equilibrium”
-Henri 
Michaux
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ways on and in toward away around with one another medium spatio-temporal like our 
bodies minds living becoming presently points lines planes actuality behind before 
inherent each all directions fore aft beyond

and so on
should get to it

simply seemed some introduction
might be useful

as these marks you might be hearing in your mind or taking in as familiar 
through vision (even organizationally common or apparently meaning(?)ful) passing 
your fingertips over if Braille, however your bodymind might be encountering this 
text-writing-mark gesture

introduction by which I mean to imply                    = unit of meaning 

graphic representation of experience and so forth, 
communication/expression/question/ confession command or description and more 
rhetorical devices as well, even areas of inquiry or apparent knowledge, really, 
probably better as
                                       -
                              -  

      trying  to  write as a human entity among a swarm              
      of entities, a world-with-entities...

     that these words you automatically
                          (automatonically, even?) comprehend are no less indecipherable taken 
one by one

 or as a parade,

each gesture is charged
maps (like) unknowns and seeming-familiars amongst various individual and comon 
entity-types (what “entity” what “type” and so on, source, use, signification, phonemic, 
semeic, referent(s), representations etc. etc. etc. as user-entity-types, function, 
behaviour, history, personality, shape, belief, age, size, relational relativity and so on.

To cause equal sway between “cause” “equal” “sway” as signifiers, (equal 
opportunity, possibility, freedom and limitation necessary) as 
(actually. functionally.  BETWEEN us. as “signs”)

word as materiality, field, place, space
of/for conjoinment of entities, persons.  Humans.  You.  Me.

Of certain and unknown (to each other, to selves?)
origins, causes, sensibilities, asterisks of triggers/emotions/
experiences, footnotes of history/family/personal survival
words theories faiths and so on

here
on the page

“Reality is, 
simply, our 
experience, 
and 
objectivity, is, 
of course, an 
illusion.”
-Ronald 
Sukenick

IMAGES

IMAGES“Form as a 
field of 
possibilities”
-Umberto Eco

IMAGES



together at marks
shapes concepts

meanings? (for whom? Which? Why? How?)
information data events

type of thing...
each letter, term, phrase,

gesture

and so on.

A greeting.
(a wave-of-hand)

(nod-of-head)
(contacted eye)

if only, not 
illustrative 
or 
descriptive 
but marks- 
in-
themselves
Author note

IMAGES

IMAGE



Unknown(able) begin(ing)
Unknowable(n) end(ing)

Desire? Wound? Love? Strife?

So very many (personal mythical religious political) theories of beginning(s)
[origins unknown]                         and so on...

entity is writing

everything then, starting from HERE/NOW, NOW/HERE (person             ) whether
in the writing

or the text
you reading/scanning/touching/listening

however best told?
not equivalencies

not symbols
(above misleading)

Writing – making marks with the hand

= position in an equilibrium

erasure...

Glenn Gould

IMAGES

Arkadii 
Dragomoshchen
ko

Roman Jakobsen

Idaho

IMAGES

Virginia Woolf

Bob Dylan

Luce Irigaray

Low



Most likely...
it has begun...

the beginning
and is moving

shifting
expressing

begun

we are in the movement
motion

of the goings-on
of the text(s)

each and all gathering
in gestures

with
gestures

skittish
staid
sure

sceptical
surprised?
suspecting

begun

Ludwig Wittgenstein

Modest Mouse

folding          and
vibratory

Edmond Jabes

Arvo Part

IMAGES

Samuel Beckett

Andrei Tarkovsky

IMAGES

William 
James



sigh.  breath.  think.

All that to say
She arrived.

As if there could be
a symbolic system [set of metaphors] known/knowable language

answer
answer

answer

if able
or not

able?

C. S. Peirce

IMAGES

Ferdinand de Saussure

Helene Cixous

IMAGES

IMAGES

A kind of poem “wishing 
language to 
be any sort of 
recognition”
-Jasper Johns

Clarice Lispector

Sigmund Freud

Hermann Hesse



I had not been ready for years
not to move this way that direction 

or recognize

had been in three corridors, ghostlike isolate
(also secret rooms)  maybe more corridors, foyers, hallways

isolate self unknown
responding

experiences, inventions, hypotheses, radical beliefs, grandiose, ashamed

   ound(s)

Remember about names when reading this
(remember at least some of the following)

or you could find them on my body
[names as symbols, emblems, signifiers]

Jacques Derrida always the 
possibility I 
was “in” none
-author note

IMAGEStephane Mallarme

Michel Foucault

Lynne Tillman

Carole Maso

Please meet as many of 
their contents/contexts 
as you can

Fernando Pessoa

Anton Webern



Lists:
Plato.  Shakespeare.  William Stafford.  Henry Miller.  Franz Kafka.  Jesus.  Aristotle. 
Nagarjuna.  Rainer Maria Rilke.  Laurence Sterne.  A.S. Byatt.  Martin Heidegger. 
Helene Cixous.  Fyodor Dostoevsky.  Immanuel Kant.  J.S. Bach.  Fernando Pessoa. 
Mother.  Mark Kozelek.  Alberto Giacometti.  Max Frisch.  Schuler Books.  Robert 
Musil.  Father.  Pavel Florensky.  Edmond Jabes.  The Tao.  Ouroborous.  Greg Reimer. 
David Foster Wallace.  Samuel Beckett.  Ludwig Wittgenstein.  Mikhail Bakhtin. 
Bartleby.  Friedrich Nietzsche.  Maurice Blanchot.  Miguel de Cervantes.  Gerhard 
Richter.  Gary Vincelette.  Scott.  Jada.  Nelson Goodman.  Gregory Orr.  William 
James.  Viaka.  Simon Glendinning.  William Gaddis.  Johannes Brahms.  Clarice 
Lispector.  Macedonio Fernandez.  Gunnar Ekelof.  Egon Schiele.  William Bronk.  Paul 
S. Jones.  C.S. Peirce.  Robert Schumann.  Auguste Rodin.  Viggo Mortensen.  Seth. 
This Will Destroy You.  Thomas Bernhard.  Von.  Jacques Derrida.  Zack.  Lance 
Ochsner.  Lance Olsen.  Explosions in the Sky.  Mimicking Birds.  Anton Chekhov. 
Tomas Transtromer.  Andy.  Rumi.  Hafiz.  Pablo Neruda.  Melanie.  Micheline Marcom. 
Uncle Ralph.  Albert.  Burgmuller.

Tristan.  Aidan.  Ida.  Oliver.                                 Theodore.  Kayla.  Timothy.

      Theresa             Amanda         

and so on

   Names you remember:____________________________________

(remember)
….......

Israel 
Rosenfeld

Jorge Luis 
Borges

Uncle Ralph

IMAGE Mark Kozelek

IMAGE

C.K. Ogden
Chris Fall



Again to say “begin” (again)
to arrivals

appropriate markers
to leave

(or retain – signposts, journals, address books, letters?)
if not writing

a lost device
dependent

when where how
never too late

if you're reading this

“lento” - Nietzsche

there is/was music

strange balloons
quickly and helium

(back to the arriving)

Wassily Kandinsky

Jen Wood

Sandor Marai
Rudolf Arnheim

IMAGES

Someone asks about 
fire or flood (moths, 
rust, dust, thieves?)

Holy Scripture

David Markson

Jose Saramago

Radiohead

Lego

W.J.T. Mitchell

Enrique Villa-
Matas

Eurydice



never happens as fast as it seems
the rest is arriving reception arriving 

living-with

in the world
varieties of

ARRIVING RECEPTION
emptiness/void

(solitude / solipsism)
openness/full of room

(relation – they)
possibility beyond the porous borders thresholds

or cell. bar. Boundary.
always porous

(how else does it fall apart in graves)

She arrives,
I arrive,

   all of us in motion, the movement, toward the dark holey 
porous mysterious (and always unknown) end(-ing),(s?)

down to breath or heartbeat, action or word
we encounter a beginning-end shape

structurally

Bohumil Hrabal

Mimicking Birds

reception

arriving

reception

IMAGES

windmills

Simon Glendinning

S. Carey

Great Lake 
Swimmers

John MacMurray

Miguel de 
Cervantes

Claude Levi-Strauss

Maurice Blanchot
Johann S. Bach



that apparently human entities are drawn toward

some say “power of story”  “narrative function”  “the power of myth”

all of which, actually, (look in!) point to the absence of points (of origin)
even a blink

a laugh
a decision

the cause cannot finally be traced
arrival

response
from “deep to deep”

abysme
(eternal return(-ing))?

Endless trailing of elements, activities, feelings/thoughts/experiences, sources of the 
same – untraceable

like a million tracks of bird flock feet feeding in snow
patterns of wave from surface to ocean floor

wind
sight

thought
touch

Unknowable (incalculable) origins
Uncountable possibilities

of
HERE NOW / NOW HERE
which is less than a point

(infinitely divisible)
moving

Frederic Chopin

Joseph Campbell

Vincent van Gogh

Look into!

Aristotle

Explosions in the Sky

IMAGES

Robert Musil

Martin Heidegger



She arrives (it, he, they, this, that, other, thing, event)
He responds (I, you, another she, we, they, it...)

“Whereof one cannot speak, thereof one must be silent”
Ludwig Wittgenstein

writing is silent,
gestures are silent,

marks and drawings...

artifact as meeting-place
council field

palpable

(identifiable perceptibly chosen difference relation spatial)

Alberto Giacometti

Umberto Eco

Italo Calvino

“in short, it is an 
'open' situation, in 
movement.  A work 
in progress” 
-Umberto Eco

“there is indeed the 
inexpressible.  This 
shows itself...”
-Ludwig 
Wittgenstein

“there is a nothing 
which demands to 
speak, nothing 
speaks, nothing 
finds its being in 
speech and the being 
of speech is 
nothing”
-Maurice Blanchot

IMAGES

“To bring us where we 
are, the word must have 
been transplanted from 
its natural habitat 
(sound) to a new habitat 
(space).  Writing and 
print...must have 
reshaped man's contact 
with actuality through 
the word”
-Walter Ong

“The place I really 
have to get to is a 
place I must already 
be at now”
-Wittgenstein



She arrives
I (he) arrives

we look
and say
and feel

we (they, for you) have a history
a history grand rich deep painful profound wounding betrayal dishonest infidelity 
resonant romantic

bodies
minds

speech
senses

writing
painting

page
canvas

reshaping our contact with actuality
other

space
time

infinitely divisible always moving point

where we are
we are

we

…..........................................................................................................................................

= a line on a screen = imagetext

Julieta de 
Campos“nothing is our 

principle 
concern”
-Edmond Jabes

Novalis

“he had come to 
believe that the 
toughest, most 
elastic and 
trustworthy 
medium in which 
to store and share 
other people's 
worldview was 
words”
-Caryl Emerson
(on Bakhtin)

Franz Masereel

“these delicatest of all 
experiements, experiments 
of men and intercourse”
-Ralph Emerson (to Henry 
James)

“everything lies on 
a continuum (as 
colors do)...”
William Gass

“life is not a 
sequential 
narrative of 
packaged actions 
or ideas but a 
fluid network, 
changing from 
one minute to 
the next...”
-Burton Pike
(on Musil)



shifting,
    change(-ing),

      motion/movement(-ing)

the end is impossible

She (again) arriving
He (I) arriving

She re-responding (again)
He (I) again respond/arrive (again)

began
is beginning

She paints marks gestures          He writes marks gestures
They begin

in a field of simultaneity
“they” “we”

web of context “rich thicket of reality” 

IMAGES

“we can never 
say that 
something is 
finished... 
everything is in 
a state of 
change”
-Joseph Beuys

“all creation proceeds 
from the flux of 
creation and 
destruction”
-Heraclitus

“every person is a 
half-open door 
leading to a room 
for everyone.”
-Tomas 
Transtromer

“and here we 
come on the 
difficulty of 
'all is flux.' 
Perhaps that is 
the very point 
at which to 
start”
-Wittgenstein

Mitwelt
“Dasein is 
they”
-Martin 
Heidegger

“word is 
sculpture”
-Beuys

Wm. James

“the relation 
of painting 
and language 
is an infinite 
relation”
-Michel 
Foucault

Marcel 
Broodthaers



open space (“clearing”)



To say again or make script (always “post-script”?)
in other words:

is our story.

She arrived.
Forward, hesitant.

He frightened receptor begins to arrive
wants to, moves toward, she draws in but also most wants

it is a closer business, there is a nearness now,
shared abode, fear, hope, self-doubt, risk

as if

IMAGES

Luigi Pareyson

Tom Waits

Ezra Pound

Laura Marling

IMAGES

Structuralism

Mark Rothko

Deconstruction

Marcel 
Duchamp

Robert Schumann

Pablo Neruda

Antonio 
Porchia

Feist



as they say, options, possibilities, outcomes,
unremembering lives, using erasers or going back over and 

dotting i's, recreating capitals, parentheses, editing, periods, questions, back over, over 
again, footnotes, deletions (if only), paraphrases, crossings-out, references and 
explanatory notes, digressions, commentary

toward yea or nay
toward a kind of overlap or fused figure

toward compound words
plurals

using the pieces, fragments, howls and spears,
acid pools and tarrish dark

as well as the electricity, brightness, surges
and available healing soothing oils balms tenderness

to remake, reshape, fashion form

to create

making – filling – space/time
field of possibilities

the as such
being singular plural

community communion

spontaneous simultaneity

IMAGES

“the past is not 
to be rejected, 
destroyed, or 
replaced, but 
rather is to be 
judged and 
corrected, that 
the work of 
judgment and 
correction is 
endless, and 
that it 
necessarily 
involves one's 
own past”
-Wendell 
Berry

“find the 
form-giving 
concept”
-Beuys

palimpsest

“the good and 
the beautiful 
only appear in 
the nature of 
things during 
the 
development 
of beings”
-Speussipus

Process of 
moving the 
indeterminate 
toward the 
determinant

“can something 
stable emerge from 
the shaky matrix 
on which it is 
based?”
-Ander Monson

“make me open 
up and cease to 
be alone”
-Peter Handke

Strife.  Love.
-Empedocles

“scarcely configured
...brought together 
for a real 
achievement... as if, 
from fara away, out 
of scattered things, 
serious and enduring 
work were being 
planned.”
-Rainer M Rilke

“integrated 
parallelism”
-Roman Jakobsen

“transactional 
rapport”
-Umberto Eco



“Reciprocity – it all comes down / To that / As with lovers / When it's right you can't 
say / who is kissing whom”

-Gregory Orr

still.

quiet.

rest.

regroup.

Paul Celan

“the interior 
vacancy in whih 
the world is 
redisposed”
-Georges Poulet

Andre du 
Bouchet

Andre Masson

Clyfford Still

Yves 
Bonnefoy



sometimes the archaeology seems endless

brings chaos

disturbs balances

reconciliation withdrawal return differentiation
communion

Back to the beginning of the story beginning of the approaching
and responding

of the same story again
different

from here
from there

from nows
or thens

If reality is living experience

an infinity of fragments an inclusive mosaic

IMAGES

Arnold Schoenberg

“my thought is nothing 
but bewilderment. The 
bewilderment of being 
what happens to me... 
my consciousness of 
being is at one and the 
same time a knowledge 
and an ignorance.”
-Marivaux

“as children love 
the sand and 
water and 
whatever is fluid 
and flexible 
because they can 
mold it to their 
will.”
-Joseph Joubert

form-giving concept

Machado de Assis

Franz Kafka

Ludwig Beethoven

Hermann Broch

puffin on my side



“Everything may be expressed with almost nothing at all”
-Jean Fautrier

now.  And moving.

IMAGES


